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PREFACE

responsible for the Chronicle'of Cument Eoents. We saw fit to include it here
because five of the eleven prisoners interviewed were Ukrainians, representing
several "generations" of Ukrainian political prisoners, from a member of the
anti-Soviet underground of the forties and fifties to the poet and the wfiter of
the seventies, while a sixth is a Ukrainian Jew from Kiev. Furthermbre, the
document's origin does not preclude the possibility that it is now or will be in
the future circulating in a Ukrainian translation in Ukraine.

And, above all, the document is unique. First, in its originality-can the
idea of an interuieut conducted in the middle of a hard-labor camp for political
prisoners in the Perm Region of the Soviet Union not help but add to our
faith in the eventual victory of the human spirit? And second, what we have
here is a document which, by its form and content, cannot but make it easier
for us in the West to understand what it means to be a political prisoner in
the Soviet Union, to be deprived of liberty for exercising rights guaranteed by
the Constitution of the land, to be forced to resort to hunger strikes in order
to defend yourself against lawlessness on the part of the authorities. These
men seem to be speaking to us, asking us to understand why their belief in
the rightness of their cause has given them the strength to stand up and to
stand together, telling us how important for them it is for us in the West to
raise our voices in their defense.



THE LIST OF THE PARTICIPANTS
IN THE INTERVIEW

ANTONYUK, ZrNovrv Pevlovvcn, b. 1933; Ukrainian economist from
Kiev; sentenced in L972 to seven years' camp imprisonment and three
years' exile under Art. 62, Sec. 1, of the Criminal Code of the Ukrainian
S.S.R.

BALAKHONOV, VleorMrn FyoponovrcH, b. 1935; Russian from Mos-
cow; worked as a translator at the UN's meteorological service in
Geneva. In 1972 he requested asylum in Switzerland, later returned to
the U.S.S.R.; sentenced in 1973 to twelve years under Art. 64 of the
CC of the Russian S.F.S.R.

GLUZMAN, SuranN Frr,rpovrcH, b. 1946; fewish psychiatrist from Kiev;
sentenced in L972 to seven years' camp imprisonment and three years'
exile under Art.62, Sec. 1, of the CC of the Ukr.S.S.R.

KALYNETS, IHon MvnoNovxcn, b. 1939; Ukrainian poet from Lviv;
sentenced in L972 to six years' camp imprisonment and three years'
exile under Art.62, Sec. l, of the CC of the Ukr.S.S.R.

KANDYBA, Iverv OlnxsrvovyeH, b. 1930; Ukrainian lawyer from Lviv;
sentenced in 1961 to fifteen years under Art. 56 of the CC of the
Ukr.S.S.R.

KHNOKH, AnvB-Lrrn Hrnsunvrcn, b. L944; Jewish electrician from
Riga, Latvia; sentenced in 1970 to ten years under Arts. 64, 70, and 72

of the CC of the R.S.F.S.R.

MESHENER, Yosrr Ylrovr-EvrcH, b. 1931; ]ewish historian from Ben-

dery; sentenced in 1970 to six years' imprisonment for "anti-Soviet agi-

tation and propaganda."

PRYSHLYAK, YnvnrN SrrpaNovxcrl, b. 1913; Ukrainian; sentenced in
Lviv in 1952 to twenty-five years under Art. 54-1a'

SHAKHVERDYAN, BanRAT LEvoNovlcH, b. 1940; Armenian engineer

from Yerevan; sentenced in 1973 to fir'e years' camp imprisonment and

two years' exile under Arts. 65 and 67 of the CC of the Armenian S.S.R.

SVITLYCHNY, IveN OrnrsryovYcH, b. 1929; Ukrainian philologist
irom Kiev; sentenced in L972 to seven years' camP imprisonment and

five years' exile under Art. 62, Sec. 1, of the CC of the Ukr.S.S.R.

YAGMAN, Lrv Neuuovrcn, b. 1940; ]ew from I-eningrad; sentenced in
1970 to five years' camP imprisonment under Art. 70 of the CC of the
R.S.F.S.R.

* The list of the participants in the interview accompanied the document.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH POIITICAI PRISONERS

OF PERM REGION CAMP VS 389/358

Chilean political prisoners, as is known, have the opportunity to
meet with members of the press, even the foreign press, arrd to answer
any questions posed.

Soviet prisoners are deprived of such an opportunity; they are totally
isolated from the world. But still, regardlesJ of all the difficulties, we
were able to pass some questions into the political can-rp near Vsesvyat-
skoy (in the Urals ), and the person r.vho received them was able to
conduct an interview with several political prisoners. The first question,
obviously dealt with the very fact of isolation, the methods of enforcing
it, and the goals behind it.

IVAN SVITLYCHNY: The camp afln-rinistration truly strives for maxi-
mum possible isolation. All direct contacts with the outside world are
Iimited to two general and one private visits per year, and these only
with the most immediate family. The camp adrninistration can deprive
the prisoner of all these visits at its arbitrary discretion. In 1974, tor
example, I have alrerrdy been deprived of the two general visits-once
because I was sitting on the bed (there is nothing about this in the
camp rules ), the other tirle because someone disliked several of my
poems which had been confiscated. A general visit, u,hen granted, is
supposed to Iast frorn one to four hours in the mandrrtory presence of
an overseer, who makes sure that the conversations don't cross the bounds
of everyday topics, don't dr,vell on politics, conditions of camp life, and
so forth. Personal visits take place in a special room that has been
equipped with lister-ring devices. Naturally, there is no chance for any
verbal exchange of information, and the use of paper, pencil, and the
like during the visit is forbidden. One can iudge the total extent of a
political prisoner's isolation from the fact that even the overseers, indi-
viduals specially chosen and trained, are not allowed to talk to the
political prisoners, and the rtrnking rnembers of the administration discuss
only carefully selected topics.

'F The title of the document as
by the samizdat editors.

it appeared in the original. The introduction is
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The second form of contact with the outside world-letter writing-
is subiect to the most severe censorship. It is forbidden to write about
conditions of camp life, to name one's fellow-political prisoners, to men-
tion one's poor state of health. Even simple descriptions of the natural
surroundings and the weather are looked upon as attempts to send for-
bidden coded messages.

The same strict censorship is applied to letters to the prisoner. And
here the censor, as a rule, does not burden himself with the necessity of
seriously justifying the confiscation of letters. . . .For this it is sufficient
to state that the letter contains some sort of message or information
that may not be announced, or that its content is suspicious, or that it
contains "distortions of international reality." To what extent this is done
arbitarily can be determined from the fact that they confiscated letters
to Kalynets and me from relatives in Mordovian political camps; those
letters that had been let through by the Mordovian censors were con-
sidered seditious by the Ural censors, and vice versa. What's more, the
behavior of the censors of one and the same camp can vary entirely from
day to day. Toward the end of 1973, a letter I wrote to my wife was
confiscated. I then carried out a simple experiment: I wrote the same
letter a second time, adding to it only a mention of the confiscation of
my previous letter. And this second letter was passed by the censor.
I still don't know what this indicates: were these Ietters censored by
different persons, or did it depend on the mood of one and the same
person? I suspect the latter. But what's worse is that the camp ad-
ministration controls your correspondence, and when letters are con-
ffscated, there's no one to complain to. Confiscated letters are destroyed,
and determining the reason for confiscation is made impossible.

QUESTION: What are the reasons for such strict isolation?

I. KALYNETS: It's clear to me that this is done solely to cover up
facts and deeds which contradict international legal and moral standards
as well as the articles of the Soviet Constittrtion. I, for example, was
h'ied solely for my literary activity, which had neither anti-Soviet under-
tones nor any more or less tangible socio-political character in general.
It's ridiculous to say then that my "case" involved any state or military
secrets. And yet my case was examined in a closed hial which not even
my closest family could attend. This is understandable: there was, of
course, no case; the "especially dangerous crime against the state" con-
sisted of a few totally unpolitical poems, and this could have baffied
even a Soviet society which is used to anything.



As a rule, transcripts of all similar trials are kept in strict secrecy,
and many individuals-contrarv to existing legal norms-can't obtain
even copies of their verdicts. Naturally, this is possible only under con-'
ditions of maximum isolation of the prisoners.

Besides thisl the camp administration keeps all these so-called
"criminals" under inhuman conditions: they are kept on semi-starvation
rations, they are tortured by cold, exhausted by heavy work. Their
human digriity is being constantly degraded. If all this became publi-
cized, such actions couldn t go unpunished.

It's in the authorities' interest to cover up the truth, and this is only
possible with the strictest isolation of the subjects of this barbaric ex-

periment.
Such are the "cases" of V. Stus, Y. Sverstyuk, M. Osadchy, and

nrany others.

A. M. Horbal was sentenced to ftve years'camP imprisonment and

two years'exile for a single Poem, "Duma."

QUESTION: What can you say about the Iegal status of political
prisoners in the U.S.S.R.?

I. KANDYBA: It is well known that in the U.S.S.R. the authorities
always deny the existence of political prisoners, and they forbid us to
call ourselves political. This tradition had its origins in tsarist Russia.

Only then poiitical prisoners were called "state criminals," whereas

today the arithorities 
-hau" 

also added the term *especially dangerous."

The'difierence here is also that in the U.S.S.R. there are far more "es-

pecially dangerous state criminals" than there were in tsarist Russia,

and the authorities treat them much more harshly.

The situation of political prisoners in the U.S.S.R. is marked- by yet
another important p6cuharity. When one takes into account the fact
that a Conititution actually exists in the U.S.S.R., and that it is the

fundamental law, then most of the so-called political prisoners were

illegally sentenced for violating the Constitution; all they..were attempt-

ing"to'do was to take advanlage of -their constitu_tionally guaranteed

rights. In the strict sense of thJ word, it is truly difficult to call such

pJople political activists. But, in practical life, there's also the Criminal
^Cod^", *t i.f, restricts the use of constitutionally guaranteed fundamental

democratic rights, and which calls people who- dared to make use of

these rights "eipecially dangerous state criminals."

Therefore even the political prisoners appraiqe themselves and their

actions variously: those^ who haie the Constitution in mind consider

themselves innocent, while those who call on the Criminal Code ac-



knowledge their guilt. Thus the position of political prisoners in the
U.S.S.R. is dichotomous from the very beginning.

LEV YAGMAN: Besides this, the disparity that we discern be-
tween the paper constitution and the actual code also exists between the
statutes of the CLC [the Correctional Labor Code] and the actual rights
of the political prisoners.

I'll try to present a few examples. The preamble of the Code states
that the serving of one's punishment should not cause physical and
mental suffering.

But how then is one to understand the much-used practice of trans-
ferring zeks [priioners] into the PKT [the camp prison] for periods of
up to six months, where food is distributed according to the notorious
Norm 9. This is nothing other than a well-planned method of under-
mining a person's health. You can imagine what it means for a zek to
subsist over a half-year period on a decreased diet, when even camp
doctors (employees of the MVD) acknowledge that the normal camp
rations as a rule cause stomach disorders when consumed over a period
of several years.

How can it be said that no form of mental suffering is imposed,
when faithful are forced to shave off their beards and those rvho re-
fuse are handcuffed and then shaved; when one can't obtain any religious
literature in camp, while the literahrre that we have in manuscript -form

is being confiscated during searches; when faithful Jews and Moslems
are punished for wearing head coverings indoors; when all possible
efforts are made to hinder religious ceremonies and the observince of
holydays; when we are forced to work on Sundays, and punished when
we-refuse.

The question of corr.:spondence has already long ago become a
much-discussed topic. Article 30 of the CLC states theit letters must be
delivered and sent out within three days, but the administration and the
KGB representatives feel that we should be glad if the letters are
sent and delivered at all; it is senseless to even speak of time-limits.
Letters in Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian, Armenian, and other languages
travel for months. Letters from abroad in Hebrew, English, and other
languages are not delivered for months; letters arrive in Moscow after
ten - fifteen days and then reach the camp one and a half to two months
later. "We have no hanslators" is the reply to all our complaints. So
why are letters from abroad, written in Russian, also delivered after
one and a half to two months? What happens to dozens of letters?
For several years now we haven't been able to receive answers to
these questions. Of course, the mythical 5110 institution in Nloscow,
which handles all letters from abroad, is not even under the control of
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a department of the administrative organs of the CC CPSU [Central
committee of the communist Party oi the Soviet union]

ac 
gtlments
to their

Pr possible
is [o their
specialty. And this comes at a time when there is, As a rule, a shortage
of sPecialists: engineers work as common Iaborers, physicians as stokeis,
philologists as Iathe operators, etc.

MN KANDYBA: Political prisoners of non-Russian nationality
have their rights abridged in additiontrl rvays. Thev :rre taken beyond
the borders of their republics, into foreign lands, where they are forced
to live in a climate that is extremely severe and to which they are not
accustomed.

Often their families are not able to come for the visits that are
granted by law.

Both the political prisoners and their families suffer from this;
families break up under Juch circumstances. This is precisely what the
authorities are looking for and they promote this consciouslv. Afterward,
they explain it by saying that this happens for political reasons. Non-
Russian political prisoners are forced to communicate with the ad-
ministration exclusively in the Russian language, and outgoing and in-
coming letters are also delaved under the pretext that they are not
written in Russian. It's forbidden to converse in one's native tongue even
during visits with relatives. The countless pleas and demands of politi-
cal prisoners that they be allowed to serve their sentences in their native
republics are reiected.

LEV YAGMAN: It's interesting that in all cases where the law
gives the administration the right to make its own interpretation, the
administration always decides against the interests of the zeks. If the
.law stipulates that Iong visits should last one to three davs, and short
visits one to four hours, then for all practical purposes there's uo chauce

of getting the maximum. If the Iaw does not mention the right to rest

during daytime or to sun orleself in speciallv designated- aretts,-then the

administration forbids such practice. It's a wonder that till now it
hasn't been forbidden to breathe-the laws don't meution this either'

MN KANDYBA: Thus, saying that there is uo phvsical and

mental sufiering is nothing but empty talk. The whole svstem of in-
carceration is based on suLiecting pblitical prisoners, bv all means and
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actions, to physical and rnental suffering; it is only in this way that the
authorities are attempting to achieve tlieir goals.

QUESTION: The goal of every penal system is re-education. rn
what ways are they attempting to achieve this goal in your cir-
cumstances?

eliminate all illusions and not a few ideals.

unusually low, reflecting the MVD officers' level of education and ma-
turity. As a result, our educators often make statcments that are
blatantly absurd and "ideologically harmful" from the standpoint of
the current situation and party dogma. At other times they allow them-
selves statements that fall under Article 190 of the Crin-rinal Code of
the R.S.F.S.R. Thus one of the officers told me in the first of his lectures
that he "respects and esteems Stalin."

There is no law that says that zeks must participate in the Iectures
and activities. In practice, however, such participation is "erlconraged,"
to put it mildly. Indeed, one of the reasons why Meshener was placed
in the PKT was his lack of participation in community life, his refusal to
attend political activities, as well as his unwillingness to work on Sundays.

The absurdity <lf similar methods of "educatior.l" becornes obvious
when one takes into accctunt the fact that a great number of political
plisoners have higher educatirln and are well familiar with the socio-
political literature, while by far rr<lt all of the "educators" read the papers.
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At times (though very rarely ) a political prisoner, exhausted by
numerous camp methods and serious, consuming illnesses, will on his
own agree to formal "rehabilitation." It should 6e noted that even the

re formality of such a "reha-
released, such "rehabilitated"
promised them earlier: neith-
or that city, and so forth and

so on.

zINovrY ANT0NYUK: work holds a prominent place in the
system of re-education of zeks, insofar as it is wbrk that foims an indi-
vidual's basic collectivism, love of work, re-
spect for the permit me to ask which of my
comrades did qualities ten, twenty and *oi"
years ago, wit he camp administration?

fa,,'or; finally tirere are those, the third gloup, who regard work in the
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colony as a real curse, because it takes them away from activities which
interest them, and because it is physicallv hard, undignifiecl, and ofter-r
senseless. Prisoners are frequently given harmful jobs, such as r.vorking
with polyether varnishes; resar-rding the finish of clecclrative boxes, in
Camp ZhKh 385/19 in Mordovia; r'epairing used filtels fronr chemical
factories, in Camp VS 389/35; or recharging batteries in Ctrrnp VS
389/36 of the Perm Region. Naturally, it is useless to talk about on-
the-job safety under existing camp conditions.

ZINOVIY ANTONYUK: And in general, work, elementlry tech-
nical quotas, and material incentives exist lor only or]e purpose-to get
the maximum out of each person while paying him the minimum. The
compulsory combining of jobs is widespread (without pav, of course! ).
The prolongation of work into nighttime is not at all regulated. They
constantly force us to work two consecutive shifts (without any compen-
sation for overtime work ); there are no shorter rvorkdtr.ys in jobs that
are harmful to health (<-rr any sort of compensation for work beyond one's
quota ); special rations (as a rule powdered milk ) are meted out in-
frequently and by far n<-rt to all who are entitled to then-r (these rations
have become a sort of incentive). Shift schedules are like fiction: the
second shift has rx) opportunity to rest (living quarters are huge and
house all shifts ). . . .L theory there are two shifts, but in reality there
are actually three (the second shift works two consecutive shifts ). The
minimum wage that has beeu established by law is nonexistent. Instead
there is a form of pay deperrding on output. Work distributiou plans
are a fiction: jobs done by one individual during the course of a month
are credited to another, and the prisoners nre paid according to some

unknown wage schedules r,r'hich are strictly arbitrary (the same iob rnat',

over a period of a month, differ in pay by a factor of two, and invariably
in the direction of decreasr'), The distribution of rvaqes according to

LEV YAGMAN: The camp administration hates it when lve draw

parallels between their work methods and the methods used by the
^Nazis. But how can one not think of the Nazi practice of having prison-

ers carry stones from place to place, when in the punitive isolation cells
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of Camp VS 389/35 polirical pri
brotrght specificalll, for this purp
conmorl criminals do such work
the output, by harrd-70 bolts, by
a period of several months are fed o
is not the easiest.

I assume that everything_we have said illustrates clearly enough that
work in the-political camps plays absolutely no educationaf role. Hather,it serves only as yet another meaxs of oppression, making Iife hard for
the prisoner and undermining his health. ^ ^

ARYE KHNOKH: Yes, it is
by the entire complex of measures
zeks' c<-lnfinement. The semi-milita
by. day a-s wgll as by night; the lining
in barracks-like accommodations; the [overnment-issue clothing and foot-
wear; the degrad-r"g identification tagi which every prisoner niust sew to
his outer wear; the low-calorie, bland food for foitythree kopeks a day,
and so otr. And on top of all this th rre are countless restrictio^ns: one can
write only two letters per month and receive an unlimited number from
a,ny correspondents, but the censors have the right to confiscation, and

lh"y- make extensive use of this right. It is pe-rmitted to receive one
five-kilogr.1* po"t age a_ year and to buy in the camp store items for up
to five rubles per month, though the items are of a^n extremely Iimitei
assortment. But even this opportunity is very often denied the zek. It's
permitted to receive one long (from one to three days ) and two short
(from one to four hours ) visits per year from one's closest family, but it
often hnppens that relatives, having iravelled one, two, or three t'housand
kilometers, are told at the camp's gates that the camp administration
denied the zek his visitation right iust a day earlier. I think that it is
unnecessary to continue this enumerating. It is entirely obvious that in
practice the political camp system in the Soviet Union does not place as
its goal the re-education of the zek; it is simply not capable of doing so.
All of its efforts are directed towards one goal-to force the political
prisoners to reject their convictions, at ]east outwardly. If this can't be
accornplished, then everything is done to physically break the individual.
To this end the administration employs a wide variety of "legal" methods
(such r1s il poor diet, the lack of normal medical care, SHIZO [punitive
isolation cell], PKT, prison ) as well as illegal methods (such as hard and
hirlrnful work, physical and moral exhaustion with the aid of constant
petty badgering ) .
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QUESTION: What can you say about the representatives of the
camp administration?

LEv YAGMAN: In my opinion, when answering this question it
is important to always 

-remember th_at the governmen"t, paying special
attention to the_political camps, sends its beit personnel here."Thus it
can be imagined who "educates" the common criminals.

_Recent years have seen a marked reiuvenation of the administrative
staff of political camps. This was undoubtedly done with the view of
raising 

_the educational level of the camp administration. One can al-
ready draw some conclusions about this. It appears to me that the at-
tempt to fundaqelt_ally change conditions in 

-the 
political camps with

the help of youthful personnel ended in total faih]re for two reasons:
the first has to do with the simultaneous change in the contingent of
political 

-prisoners; 
the second reason is that although the eduiational

level of the new overseers and officers is higher than Ihat of their prede-
cessors there is no essential difference between them. Whereis the
former were mostly individuals without a trade who had found a place
where one could without exceptional difficulties reach retirement age,
the- latter are people who, because of indolence or Iack of any talents,
seek an "easy life." But both groups are united by a lack of ideals, by
a lack of belief that what they are doing is correct and necessary. This
determines their moral outlook and carries in its wake drunkenness and
debauchery, cynicism and a total lack of principle.

YOSIF MESHENER: It seems to me that one can obtain a

clearer picture of the administrative personnel if we try to group them
according to their most characteristic traits.

1) Sadists. This group comprises those who derive pleasure from
persecuting political prisoners, who treat them cruelly, using the most
ieftned metliods. If they deny the prisoner his visitation right, then
they do this after the family is already on its way. If they deny him the
right to receive packages, the., they do so after- a pack_age has already
arrived. In summer they forbid us to sun ourselves and in winter they

take away warrn clothing.

The most typical representatives of this _group _are Captain Bakavkin

from ZhKh 385'/77 in Mbrdovia, Major Fyodorov from VS 389/36, Cap-

tain Khromushyn and Lieutenant Chayka, both from VS 389/35 of the

Perm Region.

2 ) Cynics. They understand everything, but this makes them none-

theless capable of base acts. These people usually attain great success.
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everything ]f"y are told' 
rnrizorinn ic rrcrr r no oneNatuially, this entire categorization is very supjective, anc

is a perfect example of 
".ry 

o.r-" category; nevertheless, there's always a

predominant characteristic.

* Bulochnikov himself f.orms his goal in life thus: "Spe1d your furlough without
;;;-;fi; "r,a 

t "r" as many women as you can, drink as much vodka as you

ian." IOriginal note].
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that.the local PaPers of the Perm Region regularly carry advertisements
seeking new Personnel for the CorrecEond Iabor'Administration of the
MvP. Th: profession of over:eel never enjoyed popularity and these
are facts which cannot be hidden behind .ry ,i"" ^phirr"r. '

QUESTION: What sort of relations exist between the prisoners
and the administration?

SLAVA GLUZMAN: Political camps hold people of various na-
beliefs, educational backgrounds, and ages (from

and over). Different ways-of life prior to'imprison-

rentsituation-ar,r,ii"lr""1tpr""HT:::"ii:,:#lj",i";:T*r1t'#l:
cally, all prisoners can be divided^ i.rto three categories: the cfrastisers,
the common criminals, and the political prisoners.

participants in activities against
World War II. As a rule they

essively amoral individuals who
vor at all cost. Most of them are

informants for the administration.

Warsaw Ghetto uprising. A.roihe,
close to the administrati-on, openly
Iares that he "sees no difierence in
oviets."

2) The common criminals. These are people who earlier had served
sentences in zones reserved for such
were sentenced to a new term un
(usually_ for having prepared han
tatoos of an "anti-soviet content" ).
a positive infuence on some of the
b99lt,. in spiritual Iife, even in politics. Some Zf th"* work regularly
at their self-education. But some of them remain, in their psycfinlng/,

as a rule, are very sociable.- The aJ-
into informers.

_prisoners is quite varied.
I prisoners: participants in
stonians, Lithuanians, Lat-
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vians ), persons who were sent to the ca.mp for their "activity," and
persons who were sent to the camp for "the word."

The first category is made up of older individuals, most of whom
have had no systematic education but who made it through the excellent
"camp university." They are the witnesses to Stalin's lawlessness and
Khrushchev's "half-way policy." Ag", sickness, and simple exhaustion
have forced some of them to withdraw from active camp life. Yet they
have not lost their human dignity. The state of mind of some has been
irreversibly ruined by tens of years of camp life, and still they are not
freed, still not "forgiven." They, these so-called "old-timers," are the
keepers of the camp traditions and camp morality (there is indeed such
a thing). Irrespective of their illnesses and age, they support the young
prisoners in their struggle for their rights. They usually stick together
in groups according to nationality, but they do associate with the other
political prisoners.

Those who came to the camp for their "activity" are usually young,
possess a specialized secondary or higher education, and they continue
their education in camp. They actively protest against illegal practices
of the administration and usually don't let themselves be re-educated or
intimidated.

nt is precisely these
a ough the most de-
ge r way (daily camp

irr the case of two
zeks who had been ,"rrtl.r."d for similar reasons, one, Chekalin, has

found himself a place among the conscious and socially-active zeks,

while the other, Zhuchlov, faithfully serves the administration.

The absolute failure of the direct, legally designated methods of
"education" iS also not a secret. Notably more successful are methods

which stand outside the law, such as blackmail and intimidation of zeks

and their families, minor gratuities in the form of packages, assignment

to lighter work, etc. The-administration distinctly delimits its attitude
toward the various categories of zeks.
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dically channeled into the small,
one through informers with this or
At times the information carries. a

ln here is to split up groups, especiallythe young ( the principle of ..divide 

""a 
.d"; f.

In general I can point out tha
saw internationalism at work not in
those who are labelled "bourgeois
fact that for mauy years now the
tempted to sow discord among poli

QUESTTON: what sort of changes in the contingent of politicalprisoners have you noticed?

1960's
Ukrain
Iy and und. These were mostly villageyouth, students and intellectuals. The
composition of political prisoners from the Baltics was the same. Their
sentences were harsh-from l0 to 2s years. Many of them died in the
concentration camps because of the harsh conditions. In Ig57 a maiority
was released, others re-gained their freedom after. serving out 

-their

sentences, and those who remained in the camps were people with
ruined health and broken nervous systems.

After armed resistance had been completely crushed in the second
half of the 1950's,
brought into the p
these were people
Nearly all of them
encing that there were no elementar
they- decided to strive and strugg
resulted. In Lviv in 1961 a group
end higher education ) was tried b
propriate articles of the Constitutio
ukraine from the U.s.s.R. (the Lukyanenko-Kandyba group).
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Frankivsk, Kiev, and in other Ukrainian cities for their actions in defcrise
of democratic freedoms. In 1967 in Ivano-Frankivsk thele n,irs a trial
of members of the "Ukrainian National Front" organization, rvhich pub-
lished and disseminated samvydav literature.

It is impossible to mention all of the trials, but the charrrcteristic
trait of these repressions was that they were directed agilinst rvritcrs,
artists, scientists, the intelligentsia, in the best sellse of tltese s'ords.

QUESTION to V. F. Balakhonov: Explain, if you please, horv you
returned to the U.S.S.R.

VLADIMIR BALAKHONOV: I returned to the U.S.S.R. solely
out of personal family considerations,"because of mv exceptionallv stlong
ties with my family, especially with my daughter, who for nre is thc:
most precious being in the world. After my wife liad left Srvitzerland,
taking my daughter with her, I couldn't at that moment find u,itlrin ntc:

the strength to overcome the longing for my daughter and the despair
at the thought that I rvould never see her again. (N,Iv r.vife-arrcl tlris
had perhaps something to do with her relationship with me-from the
very start did not wish to remain in Switzerland and insisted on return-
i"g')

I realized that a return to the U.S.S.R. rvould meAr) rrlrnost certain
doom, if not physical, then spiritual. But at that time I couldn't find the
strength to resist the urge to be with my child. I'd like to point otrt that
in Switzerland my friends did everything to ease rnt, troubled spilitrral
condition, but it was to no avail.

I feel nothing but gratefulness to the Swiss authorities, lvlto glvc nlc
full freedom on the question of whether I should remain in Ss'itzcrlancl
or refurn to the U.S.S.R. They made this clear to me severitl tirnes (I
pointed this out during my investigation; they -kneu, about 1111; lf if'g's

Itubborn refusal to remain abroad and n-r1' attachment to nl' fanrilr', trr
my daughter). The Swiss, rvithout trying to-intimidAte nle, wtt'ncd tnt.

that if I returned to the U,S.S.R. I rvould have to face a lonq prisotr

term and spiritual ruin. Thev wanted to protect nre front tltis. \1r'
fate is yet inother confirmation of the "..,"it-t 

and inhuntrtuitt' t,f tl,.'
Soviet iystem, a systen-r which without hesitatiorr ltnrttr.]lv glinds :rtrcl
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destroys individuality, causes personal tragedy, and brings grief and
suffering to a person.

QUESTTON: Is there an opportunity for you to stand up for your
rights, and in what ways can you do so?

no one bothers to adhere to the written law, not even for formality's
sake. Many such examples can be cited.
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Here are the rnost recent ones: V. Buk<lvsky was placed in the PKT,
although in fact he had not committed arly violations. He was put
there because the{GB decided that he should be irnprisorLed. This wab
made perfectly clear to him during a conversation with the camp com-
rnandant, Major Pimenov. The same thing is happening n<lw with Pav-
lenko, Butman, and Ir,Iesheuer'. In such a situation, the struggle for one's
rights throtrgh the trse of cornplaints and petitions to highel authorities
is not at all effective. Such mehods can elicit a response only if the law-
lessness r,vhich reigns in the carnps becornes publicized. And therefore
our rnain weapon is publicity, which mobilizes public opiniorr to our aid,

Among the other methods we Lrse in the struggle f<lr our rights, the
boycott, in my opinion, deserves atteution. It is directed at the rnost
hated representi.rtives of the adn-rinistration. For instance, a group of
political prisouers refused for almost a whole year to deal with the
head of the operational section, Captain Khromushyn, who is known for
his rudeness and trnti-Semitisnr. An effective weapon in the struggle
against chauvinism and anti-Sernitisnr is the practice of communicating
with the members of the administration iu one's native tongue. This is
not a breach of the rules. This rnethod in effect makes it impossible for
the administration tcl communicate with the prisoners. ]ust now many
political prisoners are refusing to have any dealings with the KGB
representatives, charging them with organizing llumerous violations of
the law.

In those cases where the administration has not denied us certain
rights totally, it attenrpts to restrict them as much as possible. As a show
of protest, we reject the crumbs they leave us as a favor. Such was the
case with the mrtter of correspondence, when, as a sign of protest
against the constant disappeirrance of nearly 50 per cent of the mail
that comes addressed to us, a group of Zionists reiected for a half vear
the right to write letters. As a sign of protest against their illegal ar-
rests and incarcerations in camps, all Zionists in political camps in the
Soviet Union have renounced their Soviet citizenship and are demanding
that they be granted the status of citizens of the state of Israel. At
this time, political prisoners of other nationalities are beginning to re-
nounce their Soviet citizenship, thus demonstrating their attitttdes to
what has happened to them.

Just recently, political prisoners have begun to use yet another
extreme measure: the refusal to work. This is what happened in the
middle of May of this year, when more than thirty zeks from VS 389/35
refusecl to rvork in protest over the illegal deprivation of a comrade's
visitation rights. fhe sarne thing happened in VS 389,/36, where siuce

[-trrre 23 close to folty prisoners have refused to r,vork, demanding that
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the orr-dtrtv officer of the colon\,, I\'{ilentiv, be punished for beating up

prisorrcr Sripelvtk.

IYAN SVITLYCHNY: The hunger strike is a method of struggle

fol prisoners' rights tliat deserves sPecial attentiorl.

tlrc'sc u'orcls: suclr a I<lrrg lrtrnger strike obviouslv doestt't strengther-r the
orgiurisrns of pris<lncrs rvho tre alreadv rveakened because of the poor
c,rrirp cliet. 'firc lrt,,rge.r strikers thenrselves are Aware of this. If they
go lrlrcircl ru)\ \\,rr\', subjectinu themselves to serious hardships, then it is
orrlr lrecltrsc circrrrnstlurces force therl t<l do so, aud becattse the choice
of rrrcrrrrs l'or lxtttlc is lirnited. Ilecatrse con-rpltrints and petitions to an1,

Iriqlrt'r'sovict uutlrorities are tnrh'not u,orth the paper trnd ink wasted
,,,i tlrenr. At lrcst, the conrplairiant rvill get a sta^rrdard bureattcratic
rt'plr. Sornetir)rcs cvcrr strch t replv is not forthcoming.

(lletrh', t lrurrqel stlike in a Sorriet camp, about rvhich ir prisoner
curr't c'r'crr inforrrr his furni]t.-and it's trseless to even think grf reaching
ir u'iclcr atrclierrce-is rr<lt,,carh, as effective as in other countries. Bu[
cl'ett Itt't'e it gets sontc) re.sults, and it's r.rot bv accident that prisoners
resort to this inethocl regulirrh,. I'\,e been in camp less than a y:ear, and
alreitclv I'r'c prtlticipated in fotrr hunger strikes. Until nor.v this method
Itrts rnittlc it possilrle to drarv. at least to sonle extent, the attention of
regttlaton' agencics to the clullp situation. It is clnlv durir-rg and after
it Itturgcl strike that repr('s('rrtatives of higher departments visit the
crlr)rp arrcl attenrpt to clalify.tlrc sitrration in the carnp. And because the

As lt rttlc, issrtes rvhich are the immediate reason for hunger strikes
tlrt' tlot sett]ecl itt frn'rtr of the strikers (the administration .r"i.. makes
ttllV cotlcessirltts irr strch circtrmstances). Wh<lever tries to iudge the
t'{}cctiverless tlf Ittrttger strikes l>v this critelicln must inevitatly arrive
Itt sacl cottc:lrtsitltts. IJtrt in fact, one can achieve with this method eve,
gt'r'rtter restrlts. I'-or eruurple, even though after the Nlay-]une hunger
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strike individual derr-rands were not met bv the irdmirlistratiou, and evetl

though the strikers I'ece

their strike, the genelal
stration became more ca

tion also began to refrtrin frotn m
happens also because sttch a serio

krrfirn even beyond the borders of d sonre circles of societl'

do exert some influetlce on the auth
Thus, even though for its part hunger strike is a hard

and risky method of 
"struggle, for t g ih":: are far too few

other effective methods Ii the pri sal. The hunger strike

will coltipue to be employed. What'r n'rore, it seems that the situirtion

ir-r the calltps is such that'one couldtl't ntattAge rvithout hunger strikes,

evell in the uear ftttttre.

LEV YAGMAN: Of course, we should address ourselves, on a

separate note, to the tnost extre

wlrich is used verv rarely. I'm s

that this fortn of resistauce is t-tot tr-t

have their Jan Ptrlachs. In June of
rnitted suicide during a long hunge
prisoners had siruilar intentions. The fact that their intentions wele tlot
i.ealized can in no wa\/ be credited to any action on the part of the

administr:rtion. Althotigh I personirllv opPose strch ar) extreure forrn

of resistauce, I nonetheless feel thrrt conditions in political ctu)lPs ure

clearly such that thev might calrse mol'e suicides; ttnd it rvill be im-

possible to prevent ihen-,, jtrst as it has been impossible to prerretlt
them in the past.

QUESTION: Do you regret it that fate has led you into a con'
centration camp?

ZINOVIY ANTONYUK: Looking back on rn), life, at least

starting with the 1960's, and observing the mechauistns of the iurple-
mentation of so-called "legaliry" vis-a-vis those who think differeutlr', I
can only regret that I begar-r considering nrvself a trtte citizen ut sttch

a Iirte stage, and that for too long I rvus satisfied with the r'ole of trt't

observer of sociological pl'ocesses in Soviet societv. About othel trspects

of Soviet law I knew onlv front hearsA\,, so I'r'tr glad thirt I got the

chance to test this all out <ltr ttt\/ owlt skin. . . .

"He who wns not in D(iPlt [forced lab<lr confinernent] is not it

trtre citizen."
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MAN y regrets? I don't derive ar)y par-
on fro the1, lxue separated me frorn-nl,
rf the of normal human life, herded mL
rvire. I of this leaves its rnark. It afiects

e t e.r e. t i, to a ;:ilJ;', p erc e pti o,,'5i'd:' "ir:iI' Tl"j ; 
"t 

:lJt l9,lrl, lf il
facts. I am certain of orie thing, and thtrt is that my imprisonment has
definitelv freed me of that "iriiellectual softness" of r"hi"h Lenin ac-
cused the i.tellige,tsia. For this I have ,o regrets.

ARYE KHNOKH: Long years spent far from one's homeland
nDd one's fan'rilv evoke rorro*] But at ^th. 

,orrr. time, I'm satisfied in
lllilllv other respects. The arrest and trial of n-rvself aud my frields rvas
one. of ticeable thnrg", in Soviet policy
on the,rnderst ^)?,$lr.rltif,fflfim::huving rch that I would never have known.

Irut P::::::'.I' too' lotr

I p, ,:fln:;;:'::,"i,11",'l'tottg ds whose loyaliy is bin d a bohemia,i life. A
again_reminded of Ar-rtorrvch's pral,er: "But let's prav to the clistant stars
that thev r,av give us a-life oi dignit' a,d t.,ffiri,ig."

rvAN KANDYBA: I d,n't regret it a bit that I have embarked
rln a path irtration cantp, and for such a long
ternr at th freedom bec,at se I never hacl anliIs it Poss free rvhen ),ou1 fatlierlapcl is i.crlptivityP ust strffer r here, I now
feel ntrlrul )le, when I f,rrott, fr""
yet uzasrr't irble to help improve the fate of The Ioirger I
rerr.rrriu in tlrese conditions, the rrore clear. t I chose the
ctlrrect ptth artcl tltttt tlue freedon-r and courplete happirress rvill conle,rly rvhe.,ry frtherrlirrd-ukraire-bec,nres fr.ie.

SLAVA GLUZMAN: Yes, I
flct tlttt here I trn rrot jtrst serving
free, I cotr]cl urol.e actively a,rcl ei
rrrerrt" of healthv people. I unr ir
rrrd it is unfortri,r,rt" tirat rlthotrgh
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professions have actively protested such practice, psvchiatrists them-
selves have failed to do so. Here I am deprived of such opportunities.
But this is an obiective reason. My friend Leonid Plyushch is in a

special psychiatric clinic of the MVD. These are my "ashes of Klaas."
In some ways my knowledge of my profession increases even here. For
example, in the camp I saw safism, so to speak [illegible] outside the
walls of the clinic! It seems that I should take comfort at least in this.

IVAN SVITLYCHNY: In my case, the transition from "free-
dom" to "unfreedom" was not as abrupt as it was for some of the
others. For many years prior to my arrest I couldn't find work in my
professional field. My literary works, which contained no anti-Soviet
themes, were not published simply because the author's name was
taboo among official circles. To make it short, even before my arrest
I was in efiect an outlaw. In that sense, I didn't lose much by my
arrest. Naturally, it is hard not to see for several years my wife, mother,
close friends and relatives, with whom I had previously shared all my
joys and sorrows. Moreover, my main endeavor in life was philology
(and not at all "politics" ). Here in the camp, unfortunately, there are

not even the most elementary preconditions for this kind of work. For
me all these losses are irreplaceable.

My arrest, trial, imprisonment, and the resulting ordeals have freed
me from some naive illusions and have aided a more serious formation
of moral convictions. This school of life has been incomparably richer
than my previous schooling. I have lost some of my friends who were
not able to withstand the severe tests, but for this my friendship with
others was strengthened. What's more, I gained friends whom I could
earlier have only dreamed about. Moreover, as a writer, I am able to
get to know all kinds of characters here at the carnp, and I'm also able
t" become acquainted with unbelievable human fates, the likes of
which I would-not come across in a lifetime of freedom. Therefore it's
difficult for me to say whether I have lost more than I've gained, or
vice versa; but in any case, I'm not complaining about my fate, and

I'm not envious of my many friends who are free.

VLADIMIR BALAKHONOV: I have no regrets. Eveu as I
was leaving Switzerland I was aware that I would inevitably _lose- 

my

freedom. Nevertheless, until I came to the camP I didn't think of the

possibility of an active struggle, because the conditions of strict isola-
^tion in which I existed as *"ll'as the lack of insight into and knowledge

of the conditions of camp life, presented neither an opportunity to

begin such a struggle on my own nor even the opportunity to prepare
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BAHRAT SHAKHVERDYAN: I knew what kind of fate was
awaiting me. But without sacrifice you can't attain freedom! For a

regimen, a regimen which debases human dignity, I will nevertheless
not renounce my ]-d".or and_goals, and I won't retreat from them. Though
I do not feel #ell (a *"af heart, stomach, etc.), nonetheless I derive

I love life and freedom. I want to have a free, democratic, inde-

For us, the_political prisoners, this is an obvious and undigniffed com-
promise with one's conscience.
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It is a lie and a delusion to say that tyranny can coexist harmoni-
ously and peacefully with democracy. Is it possible that this is still not
clear?

Freedom for political prisoners in the U.S.S.R.!

Freedom for political prisoners throughout the world!

QUESTION: Do you believe in the possibility of amnesty for
political prisoners?

SLAVA GI.,UZMAN: No, I don't believe in it, because history
never teaches anybody anything, unfortunately.

IHOR KALYNETS: No, because then society would free itself
of an oppressive fear. And this would be a catastrophe, at least for
the KGB.

MN SVITLYCHNY: No, I don't believe in it, even though
actual political prisoners in the Soviet Union are relatively few and a
general amnesty would not constitute a danger to the government, and
even though the government would gain some moral capital with such
a move. I've grown used to the fact that those who are in power are
not only not guided by common sense, but that they also become aware
of what's in their interest only with difficulty and after much delay.
Therefore I don't believe in the possibility of an amnesty for political
prisoners, unless the Soviet leaders are forced into this by the run of
events, and their own interests demand it.

ARYE KHNOKH: I think that this depends entirely on the pres-
sure that world public opinion can exert on the Soviet leadership. I
can support this view with the fact that in the U.S.S.R. individuals who
are unknown in the West are more readily tried and sentenced to
Ionger terms for so-called anti-Soviet activity. But because it is difficult
to judge from here the extent of the movement for amnesty for political
prisoners in the U,S.S.R., I am unable to give you a more exact answer.

LEV YAGMAN: Theoretically-yes, practically-no. Theoretically

-/€s, because I think that from the point of view of common sense, an
amnesty for political prisoners would do more good than harm, con-
sidering the current world sifuation. Practically-no, because, first of
all, there are certain rather influential circles in whose interest it is to
maintain the status quo, since this strengthens their position and raises
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their role in the state, a state in whose entire history there has never
been an amnesty {or political prisoners. It's not only difficult to dare to
I{:: ru"I a step, bufit's also^difrbult to even admit that such a possi-
bility exists.

BAHRAT SHAKHYERDYAN: yes-if progressive people will
Iead a more extensive and intensive campaign to fr; pohucil plrisorrers
in the U.S.S.R. No-if the West will betray the ideas^ of freedom and
democracy.

QUESTToN: what would you Iike to add to what has been said?

Western society was it possible to
spect to some extent the right of Soviet citizens to emigrate. Up until
now, tens of thou_sands_ of Jews, and not only |ews, I"rr" takin ad-
vantage of this right. Therefore one must ."*"-ber well that we can
continue our struggle only if world public opinion will be constantly
focused on us.

rvAN SVTTLYCHNY: Please extend our sincere greetings to
solzhenitsyn, before whose courage we all bow our heads."
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